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Count your lucky STARZ (before yourCount your lucky STARZ (before your
competition does)competition does)
  
Starbucks must like smart people. The company just announcedStarbucks must like smart people. The company just announced
it will provide a free online college education to thousands of itsit will provide a free online college education to thousands of its
workers, without requiring that they remain with the company,workers, without requiring that they remain with the company,
through an unusual arrangement with Arizona State University.through an unusual arrangement with Arizona State University.
The offer is being extended to the 135,000 U.S. employees.The offer is being extended to the 135,000 U.S. employees.
That's a lot of potential brain power.That's a lot of potential brain power.
  
In the tradition of famous word couplings, think "Branjolina" andIn the tradition of famous word couplings, think "Branjolina" and
"bromance," "bromance," let's call this partnership "STARZ."let's call this partnership "STARZ."
  
There are conditions and many details that come along withThere are conditions and many details that come along with
STARZ, but I won't bore you with those; they miss my point. IfSTARZ, but I won't bore you with those; they miss my point. If
you want to read about them, here's a you want to read about them, here's a New York Times articleNew York Times article
that ran June 16.that ran June 16.
  
What matters is this: Starbucks understands the intimateWhat matters is this: Starbucks understands the intimate
connection between coffee and education, between purpose andconnection between coffee and education, between purpose and
profit. They understand the power of being -- and being seen as --profit. They understand the power of being -- and being seen as --
anan institution. institution.
  
Up with institutions!Up with institutions!
  
Institutions have gotten a bad rap. The word conjures up imagesInstitutions have gotten a bad rap. The word conjures up images
of facilities that care for people who have serious mental andof facilities that care for people who have serious mental and
emotional problems. If not that, the idea of institution is oftenemotional problems. If not that, the idea of institution is often
synonymous with big, lumbering, bureaucratic, dusty, old-line,synonymous with big, lumbering, bureaucratic, dusty, old-line,
faceless corporations. (Insurance companies come to mind.)faceless corporations. (Insurance companies come to mind.)
  
But there is another understanding of institution that is asBut there is another understanding of institution that is as
positive and compelling as these more common notions arepositive and compelling as these more common notions are
depressing and off-putting. And that understanding holds thedepressing and off-putting. And that understanding holds the
secret of what it takes to succeed, if you want your company tosecret of what it takes to succeed, if you want your company to
thrive and endure.thrive and endure.
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Taken from Webster's Dictionary, a key definition of Taken from Webster's Dictionary, a key definition of 
an institution is "an organization that has a relationship withan institution is "an organization that has a relationship with
the culture or society of which it is necessarily a part."the culture or society of which it is necessarily a part."
  
The operative word here is "necessarily," meaning, you don'tThe operative word here is "necessarily," meaning, you don't
have a choice. Like it or not, your company is in a relationship,have a choice. Like it or not, your company is in a relationship,
not just with its customers and other traditional stakeholders, butnot just with its customers and other traditional stakeholders, but
with humanity-at-large. Which leads me to the secret I refer towith humanity-at-large. Which leads me to the secret I refer to
above ...above ...
  
All value flows upstreamAll value flows upstream
  
Companies that behave as institutions automatically connectCompanies that behave as institutions automatically connect
themselves with fundamental societal needs, which when met,themselves with fundamental societal needs, which when met,
lead to trust and loyalty among the populations they touch.lead to trust and loyalty among the populations they touch.
  
Such concerns create value from the bottom up. They realizeSuch concerns create value from the bottom up. They realize
that the headwaters of value creation aren't at the point ofthat the headwaters of value creation aren't at the point of
product development, engineering, manufacturing, or marketing;product development, engineering, manufacturing, or marketing;
they rest with society, which is where human needs and desiresthey rest with society, which is where human needs and desires
are born. are born. It is only in working its way back "upstream" that aIt is only in working its way back "upstream" that a
company can come to know and capitalize on its truecompany can come to know and capitalize on its true
potential for value creationpotential for value creation. Which brings me back to STARZ.. Which brings me back to STARZ.
  
By committing to fund some or all of an employee's collegeBy committing to fund some or all of an employee's college
education, Howard Schultz, founder and CEO of Starbucks, andeducation, Howard Schultz, founder and CEO of Starbucks, and
his team have elected to operate as a full-fledged institution.his team have elected to operate as a full-fledged institution.
(Yes, they still need to sell coffee.)(Yes, they still need to sell coffee.)
  
Shortly after the company announced its plans, Shortly after the company announced its plans, Starbucks'Starbucks'
critics critics came out of the woodwork, pointing fingers at variouscame out of the woodwork, pointing fingers at various
aspects of the program. Some of their concerns are probablyaspects of the program. Some of their concerns are probably
well-founded, but who cares. They don't get it. well-founded, but who cares. They don't get it. Starbucks isStarbucks is
playing on a larger stage and for bigger stakes.playing on a larger stage and for bigger stakes. Ironically, the Ironically, the
criticisms of its program will most likely help the company fine-criticisms of its program will most likely help the company fine-
tune that program, over time.tune that program, over time.
  
In an OpEd piece the next day, In an OpEd piece the next day, Times writer, Joe NoceraTimes writer, Joe Nocera
lauded the program,lauded the program, in particular, Starbucks' academic partner, in particular, Starbucks' academic partner,
Arizona State for seeking new and innovative ways to educateArizona State for seeking new and innovative ways to educate
people. Universities are indeed institutions in the best sense ofpeople. Universities are indeed institutions in the best sense of
the word.the word.
  
Connecting Starbucks and Arizona State is truly symbiotic, withConnecting Starbucks and Arizona State is truly symbiotic, with
a potentially great and positive impact for thousands of peoplea potentially great and positive impact for thousands of people
today, and many more in the future. Why? Because today, and many more in the future. Why? Because education iseducation is
the oxygen of progress.the oxygen of progress. It breeds curiosity, innovation and It breeds curiosity, innovation and
opportunity -- the stuff society needs to stay healthy. Inopportunity -- the stuff society needs to stay healthy. In
Starbucks' case, an investment in education will breed profits,Starbucks' case, an investment in education will breed profits,
too.too.
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What does STARZ mean to you?What does STARZ mean to you?
  
Let's get personal.Let's get personal.

If you're a CEO, If you're a CEO, have you taken steps to forge anhave you taken steps to forge an
institutional strategy that has the same rigor as yourinstitutional strategy that has the same rigor as your
business strategy?business strategy?

As an employeeAs an employee, ask yourself if your company is reaping, ask yourself if your company is reaping
the benefits that come from operating as an institution.the benefits that come from operating as an institution.
What's the link between your company and the culture orWhat's the link between your company and the culture or
society of which it is necessarily a part?society of which it is necessarily a part?

If you're a job seekerIf you're a job seeker, check into whether prospective, check into whether prospective
employers have STARZ-like qualities. Are they purpose-employers have STARZ-like qualities. Are they purpose-
driven? Do they have a deep sense of identity thatdriven? Do they have a deep sense of identity that
connects them to humanity-at-large? You'll be happier inconnects them to humanity-at-large? You'll be happier in
your new position, if they do. your new position, if they do. 

If you're an investorIf you're an investor, seek out concerns that consciously, seek out concerns that consciously
and conscientiously act as institutions. Remember: Alland conscientiously act as institutions. Remember: All
value flows upstream.value flows upstream.

Are there other STARZ in the sky?Are there other STARZ in the sky?
  
Of course, there are. I'd argue that Google is one. So is ZapposOf course, there are. I'd argue that Google is one. So is Zappos
and Whole Foods. Some are large, well-known concerns. Someand Whole Foods. Some are large, well-known concerns. Some
fly under the popular radar. What do you think? What companiesfly under the popular radar. What do you think? What companies
do you believe are STARZ-like and why?do you believe are STARZ-like and why?
  
Weigh in at Weigh in at Identity BeaconIdentity Beacon. The world needs more STARZ. . The world needs more STARZ. 
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 ... Stop being "busy" 
 
Are you busy? The question resonates in all walks of life. And it
isn't just about how you spend your time. In my view, the
question has become code for "are you important?" Here's a
different and most welcome view about the value of busy. The
article, by Guy Kawasaki, is entitled Let's Stop the Glorification
of Busy. 
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